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The Beatles cemented the plight of lonely older people in the popular imagination with "Eleanor Rigby," a song that turned pop music on its head when it stayed at No. 1 on the British charts for four ...
'All the lonely people': The impact of loneliness in old age on life and health expectancy
Kristen Radtke's Seek You looks at isolation as a problem — and investigates where it comes from, how it shapes us, and why we should battle against it.
Loneliness Is A Communal Experience In 'Seek You'
Sydney’s Emanuel Synagogue will be exploring the topic of ‘loneliness’ as part of their upcoming Health Matters event later this month.
Jul-25 10:30am Zoom: Loneliness and its side effects
The Beatles cemented the plight of lonely older people in the popular imagination with the iconic 'Eleanor Rigby', a song that turned pop music on its head when it stayed at number one on the British ...
Study quantifies the impact of loneliness in old age on life and health expectancy
All the lonely people — where do they all come from?” So, let me put this out there for you. There is alone — and there is lonely. There is nothing wrong with — and many things right with — being ...
Loneliness stinks. Come back to your story.
A recent study from the University of York, UK, has taken on an underexplored area regarding the prevalence, and associated factors of loneliness, among men in the context of the coronavirus disease ...
Study explores loneliness among men in the COVID-19 pandemic
The pandemic split our country open like a ripe watermelon. I got so lonesome sometimes I could hug Casper the Ghost. Presently I’m reading the Surgeon General’s book, “Together,” and ...
Societal division can stem from loneliness; spread some cheer to those around you
Lean into connecting with your community to rediscover your purpose and personal mission. When you do, you will never be alone in the startup world.
How To Combat Feelings Of Loneliness As An Entrepreneur
Already before the Covid-19 pandemic, 30 million Europeans reported often experiencing feelings of loneliness. Research has shown that loneliness shortens the lifespan and can be as detrimental to ...
University of Helsinki: Research on the effects of nature-related experiences on the loneliness of elderly people
Understanding that loneliness creeps in at different stages can help entrepreneurs be more aware of the signs.
Loneliness And Entrepreneurship: How To Recognize And Combat It
We are in the midst of a global loneliness crisis that struck long before “social distancing” entered our vernacular and our smiles were occluded by masks.
OP-ED: We’re in the midst of a global loneliness crisis. Here’s how we can end it
Speaking to FEMAIL, UK business leaders, psychologists and careers experts explained why everything from the immune system to productivity are impacted by working from home.
Why YOU need to get over your FOTO (fear of the office)
THE MP for South Swindon's efforts to tackle loneliness among the vulnerable has made progress in his campaign.
Swindon MP makes progress in push to tackle loneliness among vulnerable adults
This is indeed a watershed moment for us! The outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic has dramatically prompted the implementation of unprecedented “social distancing” strategies aimed at limiting the ...
Beware of Covid-19 related loneliness
But as author-illustrator Kristen Radtke details in her new book, loneliness is one of the most universal things one can feel, and the loneliness of modern life long predates this terrible period. Her ...
Graphic Novel 'Seek You' Illustrates The Loneliness Of Modern Life, Pre-Pandemic
tudying ballet as a teenager, Katy Pyle felt a kinship with Giselle, the love-shattered heroine of the classic 1841 ballet. A naive peasant maiden who adores dancing, Giselle succumbs to the ...
Troupe's 'Giselle' puts the spotlight on non-inclusiveness in classical ballet
In China, a belief in the afterlife makes 'ghost marriages' between unmarried deceased people and living people to please souls in the afterlife.
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